Low Dose and Low Contrast Medium Coronary CT Angiography Using Dual-Layer Spectral Detector CT.
The aim of the present study was to investigate the performance of low keV mono-energetic reconstructions in spectral coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA) using spectral detector CT (SDCT) with reduced contrast media and radiation dose.Sixty patients were randomly assigned to Groups A and B (both n = 30) to undergo CCTA on a dual-layer SDCT with tube voltage 120 kVp and 100 kVp (average tube current: 108.5 and 73.8 mAs, respectively), with contrast media volume of 36 mL used in both groups. The mono-energetic 40-80 keV and conventional 120 kVp images in Group A and conventional 100 kVp images in Group B were reconstructed. Quantitative and qualitative image quality (IQ) were evaluated in the aortic root and distal segments of the coronary arteries.The patient characteristics were not significantly different between the two groups (all P≥ 0.47), nor was the effective radiation dose (1.5 ± 0.3 and 1.4 ± 0.3 mSv, P = 0.20). The quantitative IQ in aorta and coronary arteries of mono-energetic 40-60 keV was superior to conventional 120 kVp and 100 kVp images (all P < 0.05). The noise in spectral images was lower compared to conventional images (all P < 0.01). The subjective IQ score of 40-50 keV images was not significantly different from that of 100 kVp images (P > 0.8).The mono-energetic 40-50 keV reconstructions from spectral CCTA using SDCT provide improved IQ compared to conventional techniques while facilitating reduced radiation dose and contrast media.